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‘I can sing a rainbow’
         (Peggy Lee in the film Pete Kelly’s Blues l955)

Ten people were each invited to write a poem of four lines for this four-four book. 

A multi-talented international combo then, but only one player is principally a poet 

and none of them had glimpsed the photographs. Nevertheless, all have had their 

ears bent and imaginations fired by Dr Jazz. My fretting over the relationship 

between jazz and poetry has been written sight unseen and sound unheard too. 

The verses which appear here hadn’t even been commissioned when I wrote it. 

Will they confound or confirm? Betcha they challenge and surprise. 

And why only four lousy lines? Because, on hearing any blues, any jazz lyric or riff or 

solo, I find my heart beating to the few bars that first hooked me to the rest. It’s as 

though they are a compression of the beautiful whole.

Four bars of verse
four lines of jazz

Occasionally, a charge is levelled at my own verse: ‘you’ve got this wrong – it didn’t 

happen there – she couldn’t have known that – it was one year later!’ and so on. 

My answer is: I’m a poet not a historian. I write here as a jazz fan; without pretence 

to objectivity and arcane knowledge. I draw instead on instinct and inclination. Jazz 

musicians, though, always draw on the history of jazz; whether knowingly or not. 

Throughout its recorded catalogue you can catch musicians snitching bits from 

other tunes, other songs, even other musicians’ sacred solos. It’s not theft, it’s hom-

age. It’s how jazz is made; and poetry too.

After the spontaneous creation of bebop in New York in the early 1940s, 

what then became known as ‘modern jazz’ had two dominant sources: the 

blues structure which African slaves brought to the New World and bal-

lads born largely of the Great American Songbook. The twelve bar shape of 



the blues and its seemingly unsophisticated repetitive lyrics have proved to be 

indestructible and capable of endless re-invention. So too, the romantic bal-

lad from stage and film musicals has seamlessly fed into the jazz repertoire; 

whether played by, say, Miles Davies, Chet Baker, and Sonny Rollins or sung by Billie 

Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, and Sarah Vaughan. 

Take for example, the touching lyric of My funny Valentine written by Lorenz Hart 

for the 1937 Rogers and Hart stage musical Babes in Arms. It immediately became 

a jazz standard and later crossed-over into the post-60s repertoire of singer-song-

writers like Elvis Costello and Rickie Lee Jones – and even the flamboyant soul diva 

Chaka Khan. The song is sung by a woman to a man named ‘Valentine’:

My funny Valentine sweet comic Valentine

you make me smile with my heart

your looks are laughable unphotographable

yet you’re my favourite work of art.

Bessie Smith’s lustful blues tells the same story in a different way:

Rock me honey

rock me in your big brass bed

rock me honey

‘til my face turns cherry red

Whether she actually originated this lyric or gleaned it from the vast prairie of un-

attributable blues couplets matters not, for its harvest is commonly-owned.

I’ve long-believed the greatest poets of the 20th century were – and are – its 

songwriters and they’ve influenced many of us far more than any pale tuneless 

poet. The work of the most arresting songwriters from the 60s onwards has been 

ransacked by poets and used for their own ends. Not so much in the direct lifting 

of lines but as a way of writing and from the need to embrace a less mannered 

sensibility. The great American songwriters of the 20s 30s and 40s often proved to 

be academically educated sophisticates, whereas their grandchildren – white and 

black – became the children of rock and roll.

In 1940s America there emerged an infectious metropolitan fusion of jazz and 



black showbiz called Rhythm and Blues – or sometimes Jump and Jive – which was 

an ancestor of rock and roll. Singers such as Nellie Lutcher and Dinah Washington 

had their roots in R&B and Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie both recorded with 

40s star Slim Gaillard. Gaillard was an astonishingly surreal writer-performer whose 

jive-talk lyrics were inspired nonsense:

Oh the flat foot floogie with a floy floy

flat foot floogie with a floy floy

flat foot floogie with a floy floy

floy doy floy doy floy floy

Every poet writing now is aware – consciously usually but maybe unconsciously 

– of the potency of song lyrics and absorbs them into their work. The most potent 

lyrics derive from rock music – via rock and roll and the blues. As for jazz, it has 

become truly international. Some jazz historians dispute this and say that it is – and 

can only ever be – American Music and American Song. Pah! I say.  What if you’d 

tried telling that to glorious South African-born musicians like the pianist Abdullah 

Ibrahim (formerly Dollar Brand – and what do his names tell about the journey of 

jazz?), and the singer Miriam Mekeba.

The appeal of blues lyrics, in particular, is in their lack of literary flim-flam. Bessie 

Smith hollering for somebody to ‘gimme a pigfoot and a bottle of beer’ or wailing 

her lack of sex in Empty Bed Blues has no place in the boudoir of polite poetry:

When my bed get empty

make me feel awful mean and blue

my springs are getting rusty

sleeping single like I do

Billie Holiday, lamenting Strange Fruit, deals more formally – but equally passionately 

– with a lynching in the Deep South. Strange Fruit, however, became known because 

of its terrible beauty as a song and not because of Abel Meeropol’s carefully-made 

poem on the page. Sensing his poem (1936) would never gain a currency of its 

own, he wrote its music himself. Meeropol’s words were provoked by a shockingly 

explicit photograph of the hangings and thus photography, poetry, and jazz, con-

spired to produce a great work of art:  



Southern trees bear strange fruit

blood on the leaves and blood at the root

black bodies swinging in the southern breeze

strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees

The democratisation of photography – the bebop of the camera phone arrived 

a century later – begins with the 20th century. The Kodak Brownie camera was 

launched in 1901 and a swathe of future photographers opened their eyes for the 

first time. Hitler-groupie Leni Riefenstahl was born in 1899 and Brassaï in 1900 

– the same year as Louis Armstrong. From the off, jazz, its dives, and its doomed 

devas and divas, proved to be anything but unphotographable. I find comparison 

with the brief lives of the Romantic Poets impossible to resist but when the Beat 

Poets began rapping their poetry to jazz in the 1950s, it was the Kodak Kids – not 

a bunch of precious painters – who were there to fix the moment.       

Dennis Gould is a writer who scorns the terms ‘poetry’ and ‘poems’ and often 

titles his work ‘blues’ – whether it has a blues structure and content or not. His 

purpose is to distance himself from the pretensions of poetry. The same distancing 

tendency is present in contemporary jazz, rock, and folk music. Increasingly, musi-

cians of all stripes try to avoid limiting their work by allowing it a category. Instead 

they make use of anything and everything which appeals. The unclassifiable Span-

ish-French musician Manu Chao, for example, draws on rock, reggae, punk, salsa, 

ska, rai, flamenco, jazz and blues, and sings in various languages. The globalisation 

of jazz has allowed it to look beyond blues and show tunes and embrace many of 

these sources too.

Developments within jazz and poetry have run along parallel lines since the birth 

of jazz. Even wordless scat singing – Louis Armstrong and Anita O’Day among its 

great performers – has its equivalent in wordless poetry. But so-called sound poetry 

and/or concrete poetry, are closer to the free-form jazz which flowered in the 60s 

and 70s, than to the harmonic structure of bebop. The mainstream of global-jazz, 

however, remains predominately instrumental. Even so, how powerfully it speaks.

In 1959 Miles Davis recorded So What and his title is exactly what his two-note 



brass phrase dictates. Perhaps the jazzers of the un-American world listened, said 

‘so what?’ to themselves and began to make a jazz of their own. I interpret Miles’ 

title to be a rallying call to liberation rather than a question and marvel that his 

elegant blues-rooted composition manages to express its essence in just two notes 

– never mind four bars.

Coda
By chance, one of the photographs here is of the tenor saxophonist and fabulously 

eclectic composer/arranger, Pee Wee Ellis. One-time leader of the James Brown 

Band, Ellis wrote, in 1967, one of its most influential tracks Cold Sweat. Brown’s 

sparse lyrics for it work beautifully in performance but look nothing written down. 

Ellis recalls: ‘I’d been listening to So What, six or seven years earlier….you could call 

it subliminal, but the horn line is based on So What.’ 

Jeff Cloves   
March 2OlO      
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Take Two
Me and Ella in a lift at the Taft.

I’d dug her gig in the bar below.

“You cured my cold,” I said. She laughed.

I sneezed and she said, “Blow, man, blow!”

Jack Winter



Swaggerstick
It’s the foghorns on the Mersey. Mercy.

She bam. The dog is for Christmas.

It’s rancid butter on the canvas,

The fog takes litmus.

Pete Hoida
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Zurich 26:O4:lO     

‘bring me a bowl of avocado seed soup’’ -

incandescant chariots direct from the supplier -

so take the A to Guadaloupe

where Mal Dean’s croc still eats pliers

Ted Milton
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vibes in your 
roots     dizzy vibrations in my feet, my belly and my heart

swing with the rhythm of breath and life

my roots are digging deeper down

whilst my shoots are reaching high up to the sky

Karen Saunders
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Self expression     

Don’t talk to me

just listen 

and I will reveal 

my soul

Patsy Gamble
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River Estuary
Ecstasy     

mississippi mudflats music

new orleans scat voices

memphis memory blues

Louis & Fats & Jelly Roll

Dennis GouldP
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Jazz    
Sometimes it seems like a private club

For smart arses

And sometimes it seems like a passport

To Transcendental Central. 

Matty Airey
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Billie    

A la derniere seconde

la voix. Offerte,

vacille a la nuit

nous retient. Au seuil.

Claire Barbier
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Emma Ordonez

SOLO    

Free as a bird

Flying over a sea of chords

Riding on a melodic wave

And diving deep into my soul
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Michael    

Celine Biewesch

“Barbe Trombone 

Bave Trombone 

Bass Trombone 

 

et tout ira bien.”
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I have thought about the link between photography, poetry and jazz a 

lot but I’m still not very close to being able to put my finger on an elusive 

unifying theory. I do, nevertheless, feel it quite strongly.

There is something about the spontaneity of jazz and the honed down 

precision of poetry which resonates with what I love about photography. 

I’m not a great believer in Cartier-Bresson’s ‘decisive moment’ when eve-

rything comes together perfectly and the photographer must capture it 

when it’s there or forever miss it. I prefer to think of a photograph as rep-

resenting one of an ongoing flow of moments. The photographer chooses 

what to represent from any number of possibilities. What the photogra-

pher chooses becomes the picture, defines the mood and tells the story. 

These are the ‘lovely lies’ which the camera tells. 

The moments represented here are my choices. Andy Sheppard could 

have been as contemplative as John Scofield a moment before or a mo-

ment after the making of my photograph. Scofield could have been reach-

ing for the right note like Ruby Turner right after my photograph was made
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share this process of selection. The link between jazz, photography and 

poetry might be what they are, not what they show or tell. They seem, 

each of them, to catch experience on the fly and build a story out of a 

spontaneous but deliberately chosen moment, achieving their point of 

view from that choice.

It is also true, however, that musicians and performance are just naturally 

photogenic.  When I was making the image of Courtney Pine, which ap-

pears here, a young man who was the worse for drink asked if I was pho-

tographing the musician or the music and I was encouraged by a comment 

made by Ronnie Scott to take that tricky little question seriously.

Scott said that if you look at carefully made and honest photographs of 

jazz musicians for long enough you can hear the music. They don’t, he said, 

have to be in full flow but it’s something to do with how they look. Clas-

sical musicians, when photographed, he suggested, could be politicians or 

bankers but jazz musicians look like jazz musicians.
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